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A Clockwork Apple - Belinda Webb 2008
At last - an antithesis to chick-lit. Set in a dystopic Manchester, A Clockwork Apple introduces Alex, an
angry young heroine for our times who rages against the middling 'Blytons' and all they stand for. Her gang
is all female, the state's control is exercised through addiction therapy, and Alex's solace is in high
literature and postmodern deconstructionism!
The How Cool Are Your Parents? (Or Not) - Françoize Boucher 2014-03-04
Parents—can’t live with them, can’t collect an allowance without them! One moment they are explaining
the importance of being polite, and the next moment they are bossing you around. We’ve all wondered what
on Earth goes on in their mysterious minds . . . and now we finally have an answer! This neon-bright guide,
packed full of laugh-out-loud illustrations, will finally give kids a glimpse into the crazy, cluttered minds of
the people who raise them.
The Revolt of 10-X - Joan Davenport Carris 1980-01-01
A teenage girl uses a home computer she and her father built before his death to vent her grief and
frustration.
Castle in the Stars: A Frenchman on Mars - Alex Alice 2020-09-08
Alex Alice's Castle in the Stars: A Frenchman on Mars is the fourth volume in a lavishly illustrated graphic
novel series set in a world where space exploration began during the Victorian era. As Seraphin, Hans, and
Sophie make their descent to the Mars surface—with stowaway Loïc and the wicked Gudden in
tow—they’re prepared for danger. But with its gravity-defying rain and giant carnivorous beasts, Mars is
even more treacherous than they expected. When Seraphin suddenly finds himself separated from his
friends and alone in the Martian wilderness, he must trust a mysterious shape-shifting creature to guide
him back to safety. But this creature has an agenda of their own.
The Acharnians - Aristophanes 1887

League of Super Feminists - Miron Malle 2021-05-04
"This primer on feminism and media literacy teaches young readers why it matters The League of Super
Feminists is an energetic and fierce comic for tweens and younger teens. Cartoonist Mirion Malle guides
readers through some of the central tenets of feminism and media literacy including consent,
intersectionality, privilege, body image, inclusivity and more; all demystified in the form of a witty, down-toearth dialogue that encourages questioning the stories we're told about identity. Malle’s insightful and
humorous comics transport lofty concepts from the ivory tower to the eternally safer space of open
discussion. Making reference to the Bechdel test in film and Peggy McIntosh’s dissection of white privilege
through the metaphor of the “invisible knapsack,” The League of Super Feminists is an asset to the
classroom, library, and household alike. Knights and princesses present problems associated with consent;
superheroes reveal problematic stereotypes associated with gender; and grumpy onlookers show just how
insidious cat-calling culture can be. No matter how women dress, Malle explains, there seems to always be
someone ready to call it out. The League of Super Feminists articulates with both poise and clarity how
unconscious biases and problematic thought processes can have tragic results. Why does feminism matter?
Are feminists man-haters? How do race and feminism intersect? Malle answers these questions for young
readers, in a comic that is as playful and hilarious as it is necessary."
Renovating & Maintaining Your French Home - Joe Laredo 2004-07
Fully updated and revised 2nd edition. Essential reading for anyone owning or planning to buy a home in
France and the most up-to-date source of practical information available, including a comprehensive
glossary. It's guaranteed to take the headache out of modernising, extending or looking after your French
home, and most importantly, will save you time trouble and money! The most comprehensive and up-to-date
book about renovating and maintaining French property, containing valuable information that isn't found in
other publications! (This refers to the 2nd edition due to be published in the UK in July 2004)
Guy Laliberté - Ian Halperin 2009
Looks at the life and career of the street performer who went on to create Cirque de Soleil.
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Usagi Yojimbo #3 - Stan Sakai 2019-08-14
"Bunraku”, Part 3. A sinister force grows in strength, and Usagi must team up with the supernaturally
powered Sasuke to defeat it. The heroic duo is in for the fight of their life as the danger becomes even more
bizarre than they could imagine!
Brutified - Robert Benefiel 2020-11-27
Brutified is a collection of poetry written by the author Robert Benefiel. The poems contained within it are
from a larger cache of poems written in 2019. The pieces themselves range from narrative to abstract,
bibliographical to fictionalized, allowing for a fuller range of expression and voice. What each piece carries
is the idea of surviving the brutality of the world, others, and even one's self, in hopes of gaining insight and
retaining one's compassion. Whether the piece is addressing the idea of finding one's own art at a junk
store, or stumbling across a love note written before, but after, a lover has left them, or even watching a
young midget be chased through the mall, the author never ceases to try and present the emotion and
meaning at the core of each piece in a blatant yet subtle way.
The Traveler - Denis-Pierre Filippi 2017-08-23
The fantasy adventure trilogy of a young boy’s travels through a long-forgotten world where magic still
rules. For ages 10+.
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A Series of Plays - Joanna Baillie 1802
Visited - Margaret Scott 1983
The Lost Fleet: Courageous - Jack Campbell 2007-12-18
The Lost Fleet continues its perilous journey home. Badly damaged and low on supplies, the Alliance Fleet
is raiding Syndic mines for raw materials-and Captain "Black Jack" Geary hopes they can continue to
remain one step ahead of their enemies. But the Syndics are the least of Geary's worries when he learns of
the existence of aliens with the power to annihilate the human race.
Alderdene - Norris Paul 1890
Denial - Keith R. Ablow 1998-06-15
A psychological thriller pits tortured forensic psychologist Frank Clevenger against a homeless
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schizophrenic who confesses to a grisly murder, a killing that becomes only the first in a series of horrifying
crimes. Reprint.
Maisy's Colours - Lucy Cousins 1999
Maisy's colourful lift-the-flap, pull-the-tab books encourage children to learn with the little mouse. In
Maisy's Book of Colours children can see her with her red coat and her white bathrobe, driving her green
train and sailing on the blue sea.
The Island Prisoners - Derib 2009
Surprised by a sudden storm, Yakari, Rainbow and Little Thunder take refuge in a hilltop cave only to
discover that they are surrounded by rising water, a situation that is further complicated by a merciless
predator that is threatening a wounded moose. Original.
Dentists - Mary Meinking 2020-08
Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give readers the inside scoop on what it's like to be a dentist.
Readers will learn what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this exciting job.
Maisy's Snuggle Book - Lucy Cousins 2011-09-01
A soft, snuggly book, with cushiony padded pages in bold, bright colours featuring Maisy and her favourite
friends. Suitable for a parent and baby to share at bedtime - or any time - it offers a special introduction to
a whole world of pleasure through reading.
The Perfect Summer - Julien Neel 2013-11-01
Meet the new Lou! She's thirteen years old, so it's time to stop mooning over the guy who used to be the
guy next door. Instead she's heading for a dreamy seaside village with her friends Mina, Mary Emily, and
Karen. Let the boy hunt begin! But the first cute boy she spots is Tristan, the guy next door himself! It's the
perfect opportunity to rekindle their romance. So why is Lou giving Tristan the cold shoulder? And why
can't Tristan strike up a conversation that doesn't end with his foot in his mouth? It doesn't help that Mary
Emily is making the moves on Tristan herself. And things get really messy when Lou's mom shows up with a
surprise: Lou's old pal Paul! But Paul is just a friend, nothing more, right?
Casanova - Giacomo Casanova 2019-04-28
This is a biographical book. I had been careful, on my arrival in Bologna, to take up my quarters at a small
inn, so as not to attract any notice, and as soon as I had dispatched my letters to Therese and the French
officer, I thought of purchasing some linen, as it was at least doubtful whether I should ever get my trunk. I
deemed it expedient to order some clothes likewise. I was thus ruminating, when it suddenly struck me that
I was not likely now to succeed in the Church, but feeling great uncertainty as to the profession I ought to
adopt, I took a fancy to transform myself into an officer, as it was evident that I had not to account to
anyone for my actions.
Confucius - Zu-yan Chen 2013
Books that take Confucius as their main subject are few and far between, while texts that address China
more broadly, whether intended for casual readers or university students, can only devote a limited number
of pages to Chinese philosophy. Confucius: Eternal Sage remedies this problem by offering a serious
academic overview of Confucianism's historical development, ideological framework and relevance to the
world today. It contains an English language translation in addition to the original Chinese version of the
Analects, the central Confucian text, for easy reference.
Sonnets to Orpheus - Rainer Maria Rilke 2006-04-17
One of the literary masterpieces of the century, this translation is now presented with facing-page German.
To Rilke himself the Sonnets to Orpheus were "perhaps the most mysterious in the way they came up and
entrusted themselves to me, the most enigmatic dictation I have ever held through and achieved; the whole
first part was written down in a single breathless act of obedience, between the 2nd and 5th of February,
without one word being doubtful or having to be changed." With facing-page German.
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Beechworth Sketchbook - Rodney Davidson 1972
Usagi Yojimbo #4 - Stan Sakai 2019-09-04
In this explosive new story, Usagi goes back to his roots as a yojimbo (bodyguard) when he is hired by Lady
Mura, a famous writer, to keep her safe on her perilous journey to her father's home. Making matters
worse, Usagi is thrown into a bitter dispute between Lady Mura and her jealous ex-husband (a high ranking
lord). A wild tale of action, drama, and adventure!
Usagi Yojimbo #1 - Stan Sakai 2019-06-19
Follow the adventures of rabbit rōnin Miyamoto Usagi as he wanders Edo period Japan on his warrior’s
journey. In the start of this three-part story, Usagi becomes embroiled in a puppet drama where the players
are not quite what they seem! Written, drawn, and lettered by comics legend Stan Sakai! Colors by Tom
Luth (Groo the Wanderer)!
ArtUReady? - Ola Gilkey 2017-08
ArtUReady? is a Spiritual, encouraging non-fiction book relationship book that offers advice, redemption
and comfort through the Word of God. Eclectic colorful paintings and poems help with understanding and
accepting the love of miscommunication and recovery. Blessings and tragedy are the glue that promotes
maturity, intimacy and self discovery, grow and mature your relationship and realize a union worth fighting
and working to enjoy. Receive your gift of grace, love, forgiveness and faith and share the same with your
husband.
The Stark Divide - J. Scott Coatsworth 2021-05-21
Some stories are epic. The Earth is in a state of collapse, with wars breaking out over resources and an
environment pushed to the edge by human greed. Three living generation ships have been built with a
combination of genetic mastery, artificial intelligence, technology, and raw materials harvested from the
asteroid belt. This is the story of one of them-43 Ariadne, or Forever, as her inhabitants call her-a living
world that carries the remaining hopes of humanity, and the three generations of scientists, engineers, and
explorers working to colonize her. From her humble beginnings as a seedling saved from disaster to the
start of her journey across the void of space toward a new home for the human race, The Stark Divide tells
the tales of the world, the people who made her, and the few who will become something altogether beyond
human. Humankind has just taken its first step toward the stars.
Beacons Beyond - 2011-12-16
The Keeper of Ruins - Gesualdo Bufalino 1994
In this collection of twenty-odd short stories the situations vary - the reader is invited to consider Noah's
Ark as it first takes the ground after the Flood, and to experience a brush with Jack the Ripper in foggy
Victorian London.
Ariol #1 - Emmanuel Guibert 2013-06-18
Ariol is your everyday tween donkey with blue glasses. He lives in the suburbs with his mom and dad. His
best friend is a pig. He's in love with a beautiful cow in his class. His teacher is a dog. His gym teacher is a
huge rooster. In short, Ariol is just like you and me.
Chez Moi - Agnes Desarthe 2008-04-29
At forty-three, Myriam has been a wife, mother, and lover—but never a restauranteur. When she opens
Chez Moi in a quiet neighborhood in Paris, she has no idea how to run a business, but armed only with her
love of cooking, she is determined to try. Barely able to pay the rent, Myriam secretly sleeps in the dining
room and bathes in the kitchen sink, while struggling to come to terms with the painful memories of her
past. But soon enough her delectable cuisine brings her many neighbors to Chez Moi, and Myriam finds
that she may get a second chance at life and love. Redolent with the sights, smells, and tastes of Paris, Chez
Moi is a charming story that will appeal to the many readers who fell in love with Joanne Harris’s Chocolat
and Laura Esquivel’s Like Water for Chocolate.
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